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1.  Would you be interested in the city paving the walking easement at a cost of 
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2.  If no, would you like to see the walking easement altered by other means, i.e., 
shell and geocell ground grid? If something different, write below in comments 
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Q4 Comments:
Answered: 140 Skipped: 115

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Paving portions of the easement would invite users of electric motorized bicycles and similar
motorized conveyances to operate electric bikes and similar motorized equipment on the
paved easement. There is no reasonable way to police or control such activities, and deputies
in vehicles would not be able to control unlawful use of the easement. Please consider using
any available funds for much needed road and curbing repairs which are long overdue. A
detailed analysis should include long term upkeep funding to maintain the easement paving
and for the City to afford legal representation when injured pedestrians sue the City. The City
has a limited budget which should be used for higher priority needs. Thank you for inviting
comments.

11/30/2022 8:37 PM

2 Several reasons not to change/pave the easements 1) Budget---We as a community are not
meeting the communities needs for basic infrastructure needs... especially the roads,
sidewalks,curbs and drainage, streets such as 9th street and streets parellel to the city hall
have been neglected and we have been waiting for the planned and approved budget year of
2023 for the street and drainage repair just to find out that the repairs will be delayed at lease
another year. So to plan and budget for an easement change/enhancement from a budgeting
perspective is irresponsible. 2) Safety--- to pave the easements creates 2 safety issuses
a)bikes and ebikes the creation of a paved trail will create an opportunity for speeding bikes
and ebikes and creating a hazard for walkers and runners. ...as it is becoming on the bridge
walk ways(even with a bike lanes beign available,....b) A paved easement creates an easy
route for criminals and would require more patrolling for the Sheriff.

11/30/2022 8:29 PM

3 fix the gutters that are crumbling all over 11/29/2022 11:42 PM

4 Would be nice if the mowing and trimming would be done on a weekly basis. At times the
easement can look pretty rough. Also would be nice if the easement went all the way to 19th
so you could keep walking through and not have to go to gulf boulevard. Like it used to be.

11/29/2022 11:13 AM

5 It would be nice if the walking path was somehow delineated. We haven’t used it as much as
we might because the way it is now, you feel like you are trespassing on the abutting
homeowner’s property except where they have fences. I don’t think it should be paved.

11/28/2022 3:48 PM

6 There are a few low spots that hold water and some resident put limbs on the path. Maintain. 11/28/2022 9:57 AM

7 Leave it alone 11/28/2022 9:55 AM

8 PLEASE DON'T DO IT! 11/28/2022 9:53 AM

9 Small pebbles or ground seashell would be nice. 11/28/2022 9:52 AM

10 What would be the bike policy if paved? 11/28/2022 9:51 AM

11 "LEAVE AS IS" 11/28/2022 9:50 AM

12 AS IS 11/28/2022 9:49 AM

13 Leave it natural new soil and grass 11/28/2022 9:48 AM

14 Paving offers outsiders access to neighborhood - plus concrete too hot for pets to walk on!!! 11/28/2022 9:47 AM

15 Think of run-off water if you were to pave walkway. 11/28/2022 9:46 AM

16 P+R: you're HOT 11/28/2022 9:45 AM

17 We like the green beauty of our city and not the cold and ugly image of tar and concrete like in
big cities, that why we are here. For walkers, joggers, and dogs, the soft green grass floor is
healthier for bones and ankles than hard concrete. For no costs! Keep the beauty as is!

11/28/2022 9:44 AM

18 Absolutely no 11/28/2022 9:41 AM
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19 Spend the money to improve the pond property 11/28/2022 9:40 AM

20 $$ Pond fountain 11/28/2022 9:39 AM

21 Better things to spend our money on 11/28/2022 9:38 AM

22 Resurfacing the easement would only open up access to the personal community to allow
transients access from Belleair Beach park.

11/28/2022 9:37 AM

23 Paving or geocell ground grid changes the natural look of Belleair Beach environment 11/28/2022 9:29 AM

24 Looks good as is. 11/28/2022 9:28 AM

25 Thank you 11/28/2022 9:27 AM

26 Complete path to north of city 11/28/2022 9:26 AM

27 Improve the dock at 16th 11/28/2022 9:24 AM

28 We can’t afford this. Pave our roads first. 11/27/2022 6:15 PM

29 North of the causeway the path doesn’t seem to be used, it is not marked (well) and because it
doesn’t connect to 19th has limited use. South of the causeway it has better markings and
seems to be used more by pedestrians and dog walkers. As a 5 year resident of BB I never
knew about this walking easement path or would have ever walked on it, seemed like
something the city used for public utilities etc. I never would have known it was a public
walking path. I would say use it or loose it.

11/22/2022 10:46 AM

30 ABSOLUTELY leave it as is! City should ONLY spend money and resources to keep it tidy,
accessible and safe, free from obstacles, debris, and dangerous animals. We don't need to
make it any fancier, as to invite interlopers and riff-raff. Anyway, I would rather you spend your
time getting us our rights to have umbrellas on the beach. How's that going, hmm? When I
read that 4' umbrellas were approved, I bought one, took it to the beach and clipped it on my
chair. The cops soon showed up and made me take it down. This is all ridiculous, and nothing
has changed. Promises made, promises kept? When is the next election?

11/21/2022 2:59 PM

31 Fix all of the flooding issues and street resurfacing before spending tax money on cosmetic
changes.

11/21/2022 11:28 AM

32 Spend the money on new playground equipmment. 11/20/2022 6:44 PM

33 Please put the funding toward fixing the playground behind city hall. There is no decent
playground in the area for children. Slides, swings, monkey bars. Something fun for kids.

11/20/2022 6:32 PM

34 walking easment should also be solar lighted if possible with short 2 or 3 foot lamps so when
its gets dark early we can still use the path.also path should be made of concrete rather than
materials that would be all over the place like shells etc.or of solid recycled materials that are
solid

11/17/2022 10:16 AM

35 My preference for the walking easement is for City to re-establish the 10Ft width of the
easement, install a 3-4ft fence on the sides to prevent encroachment from the nearby
homeowners. Leave the ground surface with grass and maintain.

11/16/2022 10:13 AM

36 complete the path to 19st. Note, there maybe a possible sewer line easement in that area? 11/15/2022 10:33 AM

37 I think paving provides better mobility for people dependent on wheelchairs, walkers etc. Your
survey is flawed in requiring an answer to 2 if one is yes.

11/15/2022 9:09 AM

38 I am in favor of improving the walkway provided we have the funds, and the sewer and
neighborhood dock projects get priority. The improvement of the walkway would make it safer
for families to travel north and south vs. always having to use Gulf Blvd, which does have its
drawbacks. The grass at times gets too wet to ride a bike as it sits right now.

11/15/2022 5:55 AM

39 Just maintain. I would be ok with geocell, but bottom line it does not need to be paved. 11/14/2022 5:50 PM

40 I would like to see it be extended to 19th street not stopped at 18th street. 11/14/2022 3:55 PM

41 A better path would be nice but not shells. We ride our bikes though there. 11/14/2022 2:22 PM

42 I don't want shells at all. I think it would be best to leave them as is, or, mark the easements
so that people don't walk on people's property, or fence the easements so that owners have
privacy and people can walk peacefully through.

11/14/2022 2:21 PM
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43 Preferably Geocell 11/14/2022 2:03 PM

44 My preference for the walking easement is for City to re-establish the 10Ft width of the
easement, install a 3-4ft fence on the sides to prevent encroachment from the nearby
homeowners.  Leave the ground surface with grass and maintain. THANK YOU GUYS! Yoli
Redero Sent from Ipad

11/14/2022 1:45 PM

45 My preference for the walking easement is for City to re-establish the 10Ft width of the
easement, install a 3-4ft fence on the sides to prevent encroachment from the nearby
homeowners. Leave the ground surface with grass and maintain.

11/14/2022 1:40 PM

46 Would also like a flashing light put across Causeway blvd for pedestrians to cross the street
on this path.

11/13/2022 1:47 PM

47 It would be a great walking trail but needs a way to cross Causeway Blvd without having to
walk to the corner of Causeway Blvd and Gulf Boulevard.

11/13/2022 12:54 PM

48 She’ll and ground 11/13/2022 12:32 PM

49 Surface that would be good for dogs 11/12/2022 11:48 AM

50 The walking surface left as is would literally require little or no maintenance. Concrete can
crack break and become a hazard why spend the money and create a useless LIABILITY!

11/12/2022 11:23 AM

51 Paving would be ideal 11/11/2022 9:57 PM

52 Easement is fine as is and maintenance is easier this way 11/11/2022 11:03 AM

53 DO NOT waste our money !!!!! 11/11/2022 10:24 AM

54 Biking on gulf blvd with children (even on the sidewalk) is very anxiety provoking due to the
heavy amount of traffic on Gulf Blvd as well as residents, visitors and workers turning into and
out of side streets. A paved trail, over an already existing easement, is a logical way to make
our neighborhood more bike-friendly and safe.

11/11/2022 8:56 AM

55 Don’t fix something that’s not broken. Keep it beautiful 11/11/2022 7:30 AM

56 I live by one of these easements. First of all this environment and the wildlife that inhabits it
doesn’t need any more concrete replacing green space. We also don’t need to make the
easement inviting to strangers passing through our community or invite bikers into the narrow
pathways. We have had a bike stolen from our garage when we were home and we are sure
they used the path for a quick escape. Making that paved would provide a clear pathway for
criminals to make a hidden escape. I have heard our police are against this proposal for safety
reasons, I totally agree. There are already plenty of paved roads, sidewalks, and bike lanes,
why do we need more? Some people and dogs need or prefer to walk on grass, concrete is
hard on their hips, this proposes getting rid of the little we still have. The easements are
already flat and very walkable. Of least importance is aesthetics but how unappealing and
disrupting to the eye to see concrete separating our properties. And the expense of it, for
what?! If you don’t want to walk on the grass then take the street or sidewalk. This is a waste
of money and total disregard for the environment.

11/10/2022 3:55 PM

57 I have lived in Belleair beach for over 50 years , i have used the easement over that time
multiple times , original name was bike trails , there just fine tge way they are , there is no
need to spend money just for the sake of spending , the cost doesnt include the anual
maintance that would go along with any improvements , the trail is just fine the way its always
been

11/10/2022 2:37 PM

58 We don't need to disrupt the bordering residents peace or permeable surface of the existing
path.

11/10/2022 12:29 PM

59 Big waste of money, leave it as is. 11/10/2022 7:00 AM

60 When we can get our roads paved in this city we should worry about paving a walking
easement. In addition, it creates extra maintenance costs to maintain paving it and it would
also encourage other vehicles on it, such as scooters.

11/9/2022 7:29 PM

61 I would definitely not want a cement walking easement put next to my house. The walkway
runs across my the side of my house. As it is, it blends in and is not an eye sore. I think a

11/9/2022 4:03 PM
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walkway would not be aesthetically pleasing at all. Additionally, it would increase traffic of
bicycles, skateboards and motorized bikes next to homeowners houses, versus folks walking.

62 I walk our dog several times a week along the easement, I think it is perfect. If you pave it I
fear people will be encouraged to ride motorcycles and golf carts along it.

11/9/2022 7:07 AM

63 Underground utilities are a better way to spend the money 11/8/2022 6:52 PM

64 Don't waste money on this. The path is good the way it is. 11/8/2022 6:00 PM

65 Cool to know that this path exists. I wasn’t aware of it before but we walked half of it this
morning. We saw a runner using the path too. I could see this being handy/safer for kids
visiting their friends on other streets and keeping them off of Gulf Blvd. We did have some
observations. Some signage could be added to mark the path and delineate it from the private
property. There is a large palm tree blocking the path on one street entrances. So, it’s unclear
whether the path ends. Signage would make it clearer that pedestrians can walk around these
palm trees. Also, some foliage could be trimmed back to make the path more accessible.
Thanks for soliciting our opinions and for all that you are doing! Much appreciated!

11/8/2022 5:54 PM

66 Need to make the easement safe for residents to use 11/8/2022 5:54 PM

67 Shell or something natural wound be great. No pavement! 11/8/2022 5:19 PM

68 Please do not pave or cover the grass. I know the idea of paving is from good intentions;
however, there are several reasons not to do this. 1. It will increase traffic through the walkway
which will increase the potential for crime (look at the Pinellas Trail statistics for crime). 2.
There will be more non-residents using it than now which will increase trash, dog waste, noise,
etc. 3. It will become a highway for bikes, golf carts, motorized vehicles which will add to the
safety issues of pedestrians and pets. 4. This walkway is one of the largest green areas the
City has and this project will eliminate the needed green space. Please don't turn this
pedistrian walkway into the City's longest driveway.

11/8/2022 1:14 PM

69 something that would outline the path for walkers - shell is nice or a softer substance 11/8/2022 12:57 PM

70 We feel like it is better to have it as it is because any additional attention that is drawn to the
walkway may bring in more Non-residents. We are not sure how the issue could be controlled if
we start to get vagrants.

11/8/2022 12:44 PM

71 Waste of money 11/8/2022 9:49 AM

72 Crushed sea shells would be perfect for this natural (rare) trail. 11/8/2022 9:49 AM

73 Waste of money 11/8/2022 9:45 AM

74 I think the City should see the easement back to the residents since their properties are
encroaching on it anyway.

11/8/2022 9:42 AM

75 My concern with packing is then it will become a highway for ebikes etc. I would like to see it
kept as a walking path only. I do think it needs to be a little better maintained - bush and tree
trimming. Maybe we should have an “adopt the path” program when residents on a street adopt
a block of the path. Or have a path workday twice a year.

11/8/2022 9:11 AM

76 Add flowering plants/bushes !!! 11/8/2022 8:31 AM

77 What is the cost for shell? Need more information. 11/8/2022 6:59 AM

78 Waste of money 11/8/2022 5:30 AM

79 The grass is nice, it is quiet when traversed and provides a more natural aesthetic. Concrete
will quickly look cheap and stones/shells will just look messy. There is no need or justification
for this proposed expense.

11/7/2022 11:39 PM

80 There is absolutely no reason to spend that money 11/7/2022 5:50 PM

81 Clean it up remove things sticking up No shells 11/7/2022 4:56 PM

82 No asphalt shelling is a mess and gets into dog's paws find something that works better 11/7/2022 4:54 PM

83 Some type of paved or acknowledgeable route is preferred. It currently looks like
vacant/private land not a public path.

11/7/2022 4:38 PM

84 Spending $250k-$270k for paving a trail that will hardly be used by any resident is a waste of 11/7/2022 4:03 PM
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money. Similar to the waste of money on the poor quality digital sign at city hall and the
upcoming buoy replacements at the beach (not allowing kiteboards or boats to drive in slow
and throw anchor?!!) There are so many other beneficial projects the money could be allocated
but our city council will probably waste this money for a couple senior citizens with walkers
that will use the trail twice a year.

85 Paving it with asphalt, concrete, pavers? What material? As it is right now, it cannot be used
for walking. It must be modified. I can see someone twisting an ankle while walkinng on it.
Furthermore, improving it makes it look more like an area for public use. As is, I feek like I'm
trespassing someone's private property.

11/7/2022 11:15 AM

86 Shell and/or gravel in necessary portions to make the path navigable is sufficient. Don't we
already have MORE pavement than needed in town?

11/7/2022 11:09 AM

87 Are you kidding. $275,000 for a sidewalk. 11/7/2022 8:07 AM

88 Save the small amount of city green space we have. Paving or grading over the grass walkway
destroys the natural feel of walking in a quaint area with a small town feel and changes it to an
urban area setting with no personality.

11/6/2022 9:50 PM

89 What a waste of money 11/6/2022 7:21 PM

90 The City needs to restore the walking easement stolen by Prescott family construction (a few
years back) between 18th and 19th streets. The adjoining neighbors are likely co-conspirators.

11/6/2022 6:41 PM

91 If we mess with the way it is today, kids will be skateboarding and using those electric
scooters and bikes. It will create more expense as the easements will need to be policed…

11/6/2022 3:37 PM

92 Please explain as to why this stops on 18th? My recollection is this was a former officials
house that impedes the continuation of the easement. Thanks for clarifying.

11/6/2022 12:48 PM

93 Why is it stopping at 18th 11/6/2022 12:44 PM

94 Too much cement makes it easier to flood and increases heat from sun. 11/6/2022 11:25 AM

95 The area in question already floods !!! Paving it will cause more flooding! If we have this kind
of money to waste why don’t we correct the flooding problem s?

11/6/2022 10:04 AM

96 Concerns that paving the surface will remove an area that currently also helps to absorb
rainwater runoff; concerns about where rainwater would go-into homeowners’ yards if surface is
changed; concerns about shell geocell surface being noisy or creating difficult surface to walk
dogs across. Preference is to leave easements as they are. Thank you.

11/6/2022 9:17 AM

97 No pavement, shell/geocell or leave it grass 11/6/2022 8:38 AM

98 I’m disappointed but not shocked this is actually a question; seems quite typical of the
disconnect of our local government. The city of BELLEAIR Beach couldn’t afford to keep our
police dept, then we couldn’t afford to keep our code enforcement, BUT apparently we can
spend $275k on a 10FOOT paved trail that nobody uses…brilliant! Bad bad direction the city is
going

11/5/2022 7:43 PM

99 It’s very unique and effective for keeping it local. 11/5/2022 3:45 PM

100 If paved, what would be the annual budget set aside for maintenance? I like the current natural
configuration, but would like timo see the flooding sections addressed and neighboring property
encroachments fixed.

11/5/2022 12:48 PM

101 Just maintain path so it can be used safely. 11/5/2022 10:21 AM

102 Taxes have increased significantly and now the city wants to spend additional funds. Let’s just
try to keep the walking path as it is.

11/4/2022 6:27 PM

103 Keep the grass. Widen between 14 and 15th streets. 11/4/2022 4:50 PM

104 There is enough concrete and asphalt already in our world. I Why would we want to add more
to our beautiful town. Also, we can use the money we would spend on other more important
projects. Really appreciate the the town and parks and rec team asking for our input

11/4/2022 1:38 PM

105 The easements definitely need attention. I am in favor of them being altered with any type of
surface but shells would not be first choice (I don’t see them as pet friendly).

11/4/2022 1:21 PM
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106 City needs a low maintenance solution to maintain easements. Paving would provide the best
permanent solution and boundary.

11/4/2022 1:21 PM

107 Needs to be mowed more frequently in summer and weeds treated to prevent thorns/spurs.
Shells/mulch bad for dog paws.

11/4/2022 12:12 PM

108 It is a nice passageway for pedestrians and dog walkers the way it is. If it ain't broke don't fix
it.

11/4/2022 11:27 AM

109 I think that it would be great for the residents of Belleair Beach to have an option for walking
that isn’t busy Gulf Blvd

11/4/2022 6:28 AM

110 Shell or rubberized is healthier for our residents joints—especially older residents. 11/3/2022 11:46 PM

111 I love the privacy and nature of the pathway. Don't mess it up. Please leave it the way it is. 11/3/2022 1:48 PM

112 A unique amenity in a paved over county. I doubt anybody uses it more than me. Why would
we ever change this simple feature that works so well?

11/3/2022 12:45 PM

113 Add signs. 11/3/2022 12:33 PM

114 Would like additional signage so folks know where it goes and can easily follow. Also would
like to see this footpath described on the City's website on a permanent basis. Keeping a more
natural look to walkway is preferred.

11/3/2022 12:30 PM

115 Wouldn’t paving affect drainage? Riding bikes on crushed shells isn’t easy. We don’t see
anything wrong with the natural look of the easements. Is there a reason for this becoming an
issue?

11/3/2022 11:08 AM

116 We are happy with the path as it is. City needs to watch that it is not encroached upon. 11/3/2022 8:16 AM

117 The surface is worn, full of hazards and in dire need of repair. I would like to see it cleaned,
updated and upgraded with something more durable.

11/3/2022 6:48 AM

118 I believe this is creating a path for unwanted people. It would serve as a highway to theft. I
would rather see money spent on curbs especially on 5th street.

11/2/2022 8:01 PM

119 This is a huge waste of taxpayer dollars if passed. Our family uses the paths daily just fine.
For the runners, it is worse to run on pavement than dirt. It is not a green decision either and a
step in the wrong direction for our small beach town.

11/2/2022 7:17 PM

120 I would like to see a cut-through to 19th st onto Bay Shore Dr 11/2/2022 6:28 PM

121 I live on the easement and I have 3 children under 5. I am very worried about the transient
traffic it would bring through there if it were paved. It is an easy highway for criminals. Right
now it is a well kept secrets for locals. If it was paved it would give it much more attention.
The Pinellas trail did the same thing and now you are not allowed to use it at night because of
the crime. I don’t want to see the same thing happen to our little local secret.

11/2/2022 6:26 PM

122 Just makes the easement dangerous and more appealing to crime. NO!!!! 11/2/2022 5:42 PM

123 PLEASE.....NO!!!!! Easy access can lead to: Crime, traffic, and accidents. How will you
protect the people that will increase their usage of the easement? Will you install street lights?
Will you monitor the crime in the easement? Will you install signs so that accidents don't occur
on driveways? How will you protect homes from increased traffic? All the above will exceed
your proposed budget. Homes that back up to the easement need to use it to get in and out of
their homes. Pedestrians, animals, ebikes, escooters, etc will be at risk to driveways. Please
spend the money to fix the flooding in the streets and install more street lights. We have a
beautiful beach and bridge to walk, we don't need an expensive easement.

11/2/2022 5:25 PM

124 Critical storm sewer repairs are not being made per the capital improvements plan, ostensibly
because of budget constraints. Any alteration to the walking easement would require a large
outlay and ongoing maintenance costs. With record flooding threatening our homes, the
already planned street repairs should be our highest priority.

11/2/2022 3:56 PM

125 The easement is unsafe. I’ve tripped several times walking on it. Putting a paved sidewalk will
make it safer. Those who don’t want an easement are only interested in their property value
and privacy.

11/2/2022 3:45 PM

126 Let's build it. It would be a wonderful addition to the city. Not sure if we should answer question
2 as it really only needed it you answered no to the first question.

11/2/2022 3:34 PM
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127 It seems like that would just be another thing that 1) needs maintenance, and 2) impacts water
flow/drainage. No need for either.

11/2/2022 2:48 PM

128 This is a nice idea but before I would support this, I would like to understand the impact it may
have on other projects. I think I read that the work on 12th street was over budget by about the
same amount that this would cost so, take care of open projects first. I hope it would not
impact storm sewer projects throughout the city.

11/2/2022 2:42 PM

129 The existing surface is perfect! 11/2/2022 2:20 PM

130 total waste of money, dangerous to have a pedestian path so close to driveways 11/2/2022 2:19 PM

131 Moronic idea! 11/2/2022 2:16 PM

132 I like options 2 & 3, but prefer option 2 11/2/2022 1:47 PM

133 We love the walking easement and it would be wonderful to see it paved! To be clear on our
answers, if paving didn’t get approved, defining the path with shell or geocell would be great.

11/2/2022 1:07 PM

134 We like it the way it is. 11/2/2022 1:03 PM

135 I would like it to be redone with one of the newer water permeable surfaces 11/2/2022 11:59 AM

136 Thank you for sending this out. We personally like it the way it is. 11/2/2022 11:47 AM

137 More important ways to spend a quarter million dollars in Belleair Beach. 11/2/2022 11:36 AM

138 Paving would increase heat along the path and requires continuing maintenance. I know there
have some minor flooding issues as the path is worn where people walk but this could be fixed
with soil and sod. I think we we consider leaving it natural.

11/2/2022 11:09 AM

139 Our building code shows the importance of pervious vs impervious surfaces when building on
our barrier island. Pervious surfaces allow rainwater to reduce runoff. With all the increased
building on Sand Key, why create an additional unnecessary surfaces? Please leave the
natural state of our parks and common areas alone. There is enough building going on already.

11/2/2022 10:21 AM

140 This would promote vehicles (including golf carts) and more traffic through this area 10/30/2022 5:01 PM
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